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after downloading the patch, players must make sure that
they save their save file in the same location as the
console version of the game, otherwise, they risk losing
the customization when they transfer to the pc version.
also, the file is a full save of the game with no
modifications, so make sure to use something like g-tools
or the "fuse" file manager to ensure you have a full
version. make sure to use non-cheat-mod related
programs and place the file in the "games" folder of your
game's main directory. then, simply start the game and
select load game from the menu and the new character
customizations will be active. as i stated earlier, this will
likely be a minor addition for any previous user who has
not been bothered by the character customization, but for
those who are big fans, this mod will add a lot to their
experience and it is something they will not be unhappy
about. the previous version of the game that was available
to download on the game's website does not feature the
new character customization and it is unknown if the
portable versions will feature it. however, there is a
chance that a later version of the game will include this
feature as the skywalker saga was in development for a
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very short time. hopefully, the mod will add to the
enjoyment of this game and becomes a part of the lego
star warsuniverse, similar to the lego indiana jones
universe, lego indiana jones 2 universe, and several other
spin-off games. i will update this post if something further
comes up. leogoplusm's: the new character customization
is a big improvement. glad they added it. best thing is, if
your using the console version already you can just save
your save file and load it in the windows version and get
all the customization. it really expands what this game
could be.

Lego Star Wars Complete Saga Mods

the next addition to the lego series will see the much-
anticipated star wars the force awakens land on the 29th

of november in cinemas across the us and canada, and we
are counting the days until december, when we can finally

enter the new film into the virtual world. but, until then,
what else can we do to get into the mood? one game that

fans of the franchise have been talking about for some
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time is lego star wars: the force awakens. of course, the
game itself will feature recreations of iconic locations like
the millennium falcon, but the lego star wars: the force

awakens mods will add some extra features to the game
such as redone versions of iconic characters and the

ability to unlock them through story missions. not only
that, but we will be able to play our own recreations of
iconic locations and characters from the film. so, if you
want to bring some of the new movie to life in the lego
star wars universe, be sure to get your hands on these
mods! npc spawner is one of the most creative mods

currently available for the skywalker saga on nexus. the
mod lets players instantly spawn over 1,000 characters
into their game, allowing fans the opportunity to create

their own custom scenes and encounters. a trailer for the
mod can be found here. it's also worth noting that npc
spawner needs the script hook mod to be installed first

before it will work. also i just noticed that when you unlock
a character, the lego version stays the same but the star

wars character gets a lego version instead of the star wars
version. is there a way to combine the two to make it look

like the star wars version is a lego version? 5ec8ef588b
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